
Serial number Submission ID Completed Do you support or object to the ETRO? Objection details Partly support details Are you responding for yourself or on behalf of an organisation? Organisation name Are you happy to answer some equalities monitoring questions? How would you describe your gender? Do you consider yourself to be disabled? Tell us your age: Under 20 Tell us your age: 21 to 30 Tell us your age: 31 to 40 Tell us your age: 41 to 50 Tell us your age: 51 to 60 Tell us your age: 61 to 70 Tell us your age: 71 to 80 Tell us your age: 81 or over Tell us your age: Prefer not to say I have read the Privacy Notice I confirm that I agree

2 109061 26/11/2021 14:15 Object

There are no benefits, and it further restricts options for blue badge parking, and 
makes life difficult for residents and delivery companies. There are wide pavements, 
there have never been any issues there, the shops need help, and no matter how 
many times I read the bumph, Iâ€™m struggling to see any benefit other than 
pleasing the anti-car lobby. Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

3 109064 26/11/2021 14:33 Object

Because this prevents any vehicles, even blue badge holders access, and feels very 
much like the city is trying to push locals out in favour of tourists. It also feels like 
disabled people like myself and my children are being punished. Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

5 109115 26/11/2021 17:06 Object

Milsom street!!!! Because youâ€™re in breach of the equalities act, in allowing 
reasonable adjustments that are suitable for disabled drivers who canâ€™t travel 
from the other blue badge bays that are too far in distance to travel back to Milsom 
street- Iâ€™m a quadriplegic and donâ€™t have the strength in my hands or arms to 
push the distance from the next accessible bb bays- where a protected 
characteristic is disadvantaged because of a change this is a breach of the equalities 
act.  
Youâ€™re also segregating a whole group of people from shopping on Milsom 
street, using the banks, eating at the restaurants, and for me, I canâ€™t use the bus 
as I canâ€™t push the distance to the bus stop at my end as itâ€™s too far to get 
thereâ€¦. 
Bath and North East Somerset Council is commi ed to ensuring that its services are 
accessible, and seeks to ensure that current and poten al service users do not 
Bath & North East Somerset Council Equality Policy Commitment 
5.2 
5.3 
experience barriers in accessing services. The Council will ensure that the range 
and quality of services provided are appropriate and sensi ve to the needs of the 
people of Bath and North East Somerset. 
The Council will ensure that no service user is subjected to unjus fiable 
discrimina on or harassment in the delivery of any of the Council's services (see 
examples in Appendix 1). In addi on it will promote equality, diversity and social 
inclusion amongst our partners in the services they provide. 
In order to achieve this, the Council will ensure that equality issues are considered 
at the outset of all policy development and planning and become an integral part of 
the way that all services are delivered. Policies and prac ces will be monitored to 
ensure that services being delivered do not have an unjus fiable adverse impact. It 
is the responsibility of each Head of Service to ensure that ac ons to meet the 
needs of the specific key groups are included in their annual service planning Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

4 109112 26/11/2021 17:02 Object All of the streets Myself No Yes Yes

6 109121 26/11/2021 17:10 Object

Because it is another experiment taking place in the absence of a plan for traffic 
management and the city centre public realm. 
 
It is and will continue to make pollution and congestion in the George Street much 
worse. 
 
If its a pedestrianised area allowing bikes and scooters is dangerous. 
 
Further limitation of access to the city for Blue Badge Holders Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

7 109124 26/11/2021 17:19 Object Lack of access for disabled people Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

13 109145 26/11/2021 18:02 Object

Closing Milsom Street discriminates against the disabled, and especially blue badge 
holders; and having the road open for an hour is an insult. 
Residents living in the street should have 24 hour access, though parking restriction 
apply. 
Traders in the above street should also have more of a say as it's their livelihoods at 
stake. Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

15 109151 26/11/2021 18:23 Object

You've ruined my life since yiu closed Milsom Street. I can no longer visit town 
during the day because a lot of the disabled spaces can't be reached. You're 
obsessed with banning cars and you've made a UNESCO World Heritage City 
inaccessible to disabled residents. Yiu don't care about us having a normal life as 
long as you keep you cyclist friends happy. I despise this Lib Dem council. You've 
ruined my.city and my life. Myself Yes Prefer not to say Yes X Yes Yes

16 109154 26/11/2021 18:32 Object Milsom Street, Westgate Street and Kingsmead Square Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

17 109157 26/11/2021 18:35 Object
Unable to use any of the shops in Milsom Street, Westgate Street and Kingsmead 
Square Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

18 109160 26/11/2021 18:55 Object

Traffic is already a complete mess along The Paragon / London Road, backing onto 
Guinea Lane with people needing to navigate down Walcot Street (another very 
busy street with too many illegally parked cars constantly causing congestion) to 
access The Podium and Broad Street car parks. This temporary bus gate has made it 
so much worse, paired with the closure and now poorly timed lights on Cleveland 
Bridge, and the multiple traffic diversions in place. It's severely restricting access to 
the town centre for the disabled, and normal traffic flow should be restored to 
Milsom Street immediately. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

20 109166 26/11/2021 19:14 Object Milsom Street and all other current disabled parking in Bath Myself No Yes Yes

24 109184 26/11/2021 19:51 Object

I am a blue badge holder and you are discriminating and excluding me from 
accessing my city.  I need to be able to park right outside the place i want to go as I 
cannot stand for long  and cannot walk far. I need to be able to go into a shop, then 
back in my car rest before I can go again. i cannot use public transport or car parks, 
I am simply too disabled by my poor health. All you exclusions have had a MASSIVE 
& DETRIMENTAL IMPACT ON MY HEALTH AND WELLBING. I AM PRTTY MUCH STILL 
IN LOCKDOWN.  We also need you to continue to give us access to park in 
residential zones, or there will be even less places we can go. Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

27 109193 26/11/2021 20:33 Object
Disabled people 
Camt acces their own city Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

28 109196 26/11/2021 20:37 Object
Your are stopping disabled / people with mobility problems no access to the city 
centre when some of them are hardly able to get out as it is Myself Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

32 109214 26/11/2021 22:24 Object

Milsom Street is a public Road and area and the LibDems have no right to remove 
our access to it. 
The council will kill off business and retail. 
Milsom Street is the front porch, welcome to Bath point. 
Who stands to gain by restricting access? Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

35 109232 27/11/2021 08:05 Object

It causes more congestion in all the streets around it and more pollution ,for 
example if a taxi drops off at the Royal crescent they now have to go all the way out 
to the paragon then back down Walcot Street to get back to orange Grove, also 
wheelchair access taxi cannot drop of passengers with disabilities anywhere near 
the banks or main shopping area . Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

36 109235 27/11/2021 08:15 Object

I have not been able to visit Milsom Street since the ETRO was put in place because I 
have mobility issues and cannot walk very well. Not being able to park nearby has 
effectively shut me off from shops on both Milsom Steet and Quiet Steet, and now 
that there is no access to Upper Borogh Walls by Car either, it's an impossible 
situation Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

53 109325 27/11/2021 13:44 Object

There are no good reasons to close Milsom Street permanently. It is lightly used by 
traffic, even during the day, but provides access to shops and businesses when 
needed. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

54 109328 27/11/2021 13:48 Object

Businesses will lose trade. The closures are direct discrimination against disabled 
people. All temporary road closure orders should be lifted immediately. If terrorists 
want to attack Bath they will; road closures will not protect the city centre against 
terrorism. Myself No Yes Yes

61 109361 27/11/2021 16:16 Object

Many people depend on being able to park centrally. Disabled people, will loose 
their freedom if they can no longer park centrally. Maybe disabled badges could be 
allowed to park? An organisation Disabled people Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

63 109367 27/11/2021 17:22 Object They are not needed as far as Iâ€™m concerned Myself No Yes Yes
66 109379 27/11/2021 17:57 Object Elderly travel / easy access Myself No Yes Yes

67 109382 27/11/2021 18:26 Object

disabled and elderly people need access to milsom street at all times, blue badge 
holders and BANES licensed taxis and private hire vehicles are a essential part of the 
transport system and are constantly requested to pick up or drop off in milsom 
street,also by not giving licensed taxis access you are forcing them to travel a 
greater distance to travel from the north of the city which causes greater conjestion 
and more emmisions ,please bear in mind that BANES taxis and private hires are 
now CAZ compliant so would not be adding unneccasarily too the climate 
emergency Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

68 109385 27/11/2021 18:40 Object

As the owner of a taxi company I have seen first hand the impact of closing this 
road to Taxi and Private Hire Vehicles has on on the public. 
If this is going to remain a bus lane I ask you to consider allowing local taxis. An organisation Zippe Transport Ltd Yes Male No X Yes Yes

69 109388 27/11/2021 18:47 Object

Itâ€™s a solution to a problem that doesnâ€™t exist, and in so doing is making 
bottlenecks elsewhere, as well as reducing accessibility to not just Milsom Street but 
other town centre shops for disabled people. Plus, to park in the suggested Quiet St. 
disabled spaces if approaching from the North or East, you require the driver to 
drive around the entire town before having an access route in, thanks to BANESâ€™ 
existing ineptitude when it comes to town planning. In case you really need it 
spelled out, this causes much more pollution than if access to Milsom Street were 
permitted. Somewhat contradicting your clean air policy, professors ðŸ‘ ðŸ ». The 
high street has suffered enough without BANES council driving the final nail in the 
coffin by driving people away. Myself No Yes Yes

70 109391 27/11/2021 19:07 Object Milsom Street Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

71 109403 27/11/2021 19:27 Object
Milsom Street - i work as a private hire . If you do milsom street permanently bus 
gate , without any taxi or private hire acces , it will be very bad for our customers !!! Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

74 109415 27/11/2021 19:46 Object
I object to these proposals for the safety of our City's traders and the benefits they 
bring to our wider city. Without them, the City will die Myself No Yes Yes

76 109421 27/11/2021 19:52 Object

The councils current policy to push traffic away from the centre has adversely 
affected the rest of the city. Cars, vans and larger vehicles thunder down all of the 
other access routes into the city (such as landsdown lane) with no restriction, 
increasing pollution and traffic in the areas where people actually live. There has 
been no rush to make any assessments of the areas outside of the centre, and 
certainly no actual changes to improve safety. This TRO is yet another example of 
the council making it harder to live and work in the city and I strongly oppose it. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

77 109424 27/11/2021 20:11 Object
As a taxi driver, Milsom street is important for accessing the centre of town to 
collect and drop off passengers, especially disabled ones. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

79 109430 27/11/2021 20:15 Object
Iâ€™m a private hire driver and make live very difficult for my customers especially 
the elderly Myself No Yes Yes

80 109433 27/11/2021 20:37 Object

Bus gate in Milsom Street. Acces required for taxis and private hire vehicles. 
Traffic lights in queen square crea ng jams all day long 

Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

81 109436 27/11/2021 20:39 Object
All your proposals support is the minority, not the majority. Those BBH who need 
access are being deprived that if able bodied people Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

83 109442 27/11/2021 20:59 Object Milsom street Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
85 109448 27/11/2021 21:12 Object Milsom Street can be open for taxi as support business and disabled customers Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

87 109454 27/11/2021 21:17 Object
It's the only road that you can access town centre without doing a detour and create 
more pollution and elderly people need to reach the city centre. Myself No Yes Yes

95 109481 28/11/2021 00:01 Object Milsom street should be avaible for taxis Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

89 109460 27/11/2021 21:22 Object

Milsom street  
 
increase congestion on other roads and will increase the overall driving time by 
taking a longer route Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

90 109463 27/11/2021 21:24 Object Taxis require access at all times of the day for elderly and disabled customers. Myself No Yes Yes
91 109469 27/11/2021 22:05 Object Milsom Street, Cheap Street, Westgate Street, Saw Close , Upper Borough Wall. Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes
96 109490 28/11/2021 00:43 Object The taxis needs access to Milsom St Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

97 109493 28/11/2021 02:50 Object

Milsom Street is important communication place in Bath for people going to the 
particular point in the city centre. Closing this street for traffic is increasing difficult 
situation on the Queen Sq and south part of the city. Myself Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

99 109499 28/11/2021 06:11 Object Molson street it's a good shortcut for taxi to avoid traffic Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
100 109502 28/11/2021 06:47 Object It disadvantages and excludes disabled/lack of mobility people Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
102 109508 28/11/2021 08:23 Object Various Myself No Yes Yes

106 109523 28/11/2021 09:10 Object
Because I believe the libdem Council is not serious in any of its consultations. It will 
happen anyway because the council's agenda disregards the needs of local people. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

105 109520 28/11/2021 09:09 Object
It's a commercial area, we need to support businesses in the area not turn it into a 
bike park. Please grow up. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

107 109526 28/11/2021 09:28 Object Milsom St.Kingsmead sq. All street in the center ( ring of steel ) Bath. An organisation Access BANES. Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

108 109529 28/11/2021 09:35 Object

The consulta on material was not available. 
Milsom St.Kingsmead Sq. And all streets in center Bath.within in ( ring of steel ) 

Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
109 109532 28/11/2021 09:35 Object Disabled access , livelihood of shops. Illegal implementation as proved in court. Myself No Yes Yes

110 109535 28/11/2021 09:53 Object

Milsom Street is now inaccessible for the disabled. To get a blue badge it is 
necessary to prove your need to be able to park close to where you need to be. I am 
therefore considerably disadvantaged. This was done knowingly of the plight of 
disabled and in total disregard of the Disability Act of 2010 Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes



112 109547 28/11/2021 10:21 Object

I think that the closure of Milsom Street along with other is detrimental to business 
(as can be seen by the many closed shops) and also restricts the flow of traffic 
travelling North-South-North causing congestion and build up of toxic fumes 
elsewhere. You need to also open the bus gate and remove those ridiculous traffic 
lights in Queens Square. Do not hind behind the terrorist rubbish as it does not hold 
water. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

111 109544 28/11/2021 10:19 Object
Milsom street should be open to private hire and taxis, as they are part of the public 
transportation. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

116 109574 28/11/2021 11:48 Object
Milsom street should be open for taxis,because a lot of people with disabilities need 
to be dropped off. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

117 109580 28/11/2021 12:11 Object

Access is necessary for elderly and/of disabled people. I think it should be Buses 
AND Taxis/Private Hire Vehicles. Some people find it very difficult to walk up from 
Green St or even down from George St. I think the buses only rule is extremely 
blinkered Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

119 109586 28/11/2021 13:01 Object

 Banes forced 8000 small businesses into getting cleaner engines whilst in the 
middle of a winter lockdown, during a global pandemic!  Then took away disabled 
parking spaces from kingsmead square, and stopped taxis from driving down the 
only access Route from city North to orange grove and the train station. As a full 
time taxi driver , I am now losing money due to not being able to access milsom 
street or the theater. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

121 109613 28/11/2021 16:35 Object Make traffic worst around the area of milson street and George street Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
122 109619 28/11/2021 17:36 Object The traffic in bad has been markedly worse since itâ€™s introduction Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

125 109628 28/11/2021 19:05 Object
Taxi need to drop off people in wheelchairs access to  
The Shop and restaurants . Myself No Yes Yes

129 109658 29/11/2021 06:01 Object

Trying the link to your consultation support information takes me to â€œpage not 
foundâ€  so I havenâ€™t been able to read it. 
Iâ€™m therefore only referring to Milsom street but may have a position on other 
streets. Myself No Yes Yes

130 109664 29/11/2021 07:45 Object

It doesn't reduce traffic, rather forces people to drive further to get around - 
thereby increasing pollution. It also hinders access for the disabled and mobility 
impaired, which is so obviously discriminatory that I don't understand how the 
Council get around it. It is the product of madness. Myself No Yes Yes

131 109694 29/11/2021 09:59 Object

1) It prevents me from dropping my elderly mother directly outside a 
restaurant/shop on Milsom Street. Many other disabled/elderly people must be 
affected by this and businesses in Milsom street will be hit by this. 
2) It reduces the number of parking spaces in the area and makes access to the 
spaces in Quiet Street and Northumberland Buildings difficult. 
3) When traffic coming into Bath is very heavy along George Street, being able to 
turn left along Milsom Street is a very welcome way of relieving the pressure. If all 
routes are closed of there are no options and traffic jams will get worse. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

134 109769 29/11/2021 12:07 Object This needs to allow Taxi's and Private Hire vehicle. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

135 109844 29/11/2021 15:06 Object

As a private hire in Bath we do have a lot of customers going to milsom Street. 
Some of them are with disabilities. Don't thing that taxis going through milsom 
street will cause much traffic, pollution. Especially now when most of taxis are Bath 
caz compilant. Bus gate with taxi should be fine. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

138 109865 29/11/2021 16:23 Object

I am severely disabled and inclines are difficult,removing my access to Milsom 
Street effectively prevents me,a disabled resident,third generation Bathonian from 
part of my home city. The alternative parking is too far away and doesn't solve my 
problem with going uphill. I suggest you physically try and access your suggestion 
with a disabled person and see for yourself how difficult this is. My life is restricted 
by my disability,this just increases that restriction. Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

140 109913 29/11/2021 19:11 Object

First and upmost is your guidelines and rules for being a taxi driver is that you have 
to take the shortest route. Why canâ€™t it be like every other bus gate in bath that 
itâ€™s open for buses and taxis between 10am to 6pm Myself No Yes Yes

141 109928 29/11/2021 21:04 Object

This seems only to continue the dogmatic hostility towards private cars (and vans 
used by tradesmen and for deliveries). The likely effects are to damage trade in the 
city, and to displace traffic to other places. Bath is already nightmarish for disabled 
drivers (and for wheelchair users); the proposals seem only to add to the reasons 
not to visit Bath. Myself No Yes Yes

142 109937 29/11/2021 21:26 Object Milsom Street Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

145 109952 30/11/2021 00:01 Object

It is utterly deplorable that able bodied and fit cyclists these day are given higher 
consideration, greater respect and the highest regard to that of disabled blue badge 
holders who have been prevented from  accessing the shops, banks, restaurants 
that Misom street has to offer. These people often rely on acceptance and access to 
have any qualitity of life and socialising within the community but this council 
shows no regard of their needs, their mental state of being discriminated against 
and shut off from society for much longer than the pandemic brought to you and I. 
It would appear this council is happily shuting them up and shutting them away in 
their homes! Putting in extra disabled spaces in adjacent streets does very little to 
help those with limited mobility and/or chronic pain reach the actual places they 
would like to in Milsom street and to also provide businesses with their trade. This 
street has been closed for some time now and has clearly shown it creates 
increased congestion on surrounding roads. By making one street nice and traffic 
free you have slowed traffic in surrounding roads and unnessecarily and 
dangerously risk  increased pollution levels for so many of us to suffer. Opening up 
this road again would help ease this and also to ease the problem with vans and 
others problem parking elsewhere in order to fulfil their job purpose as not 
everyone can deliver to every business they need to within the short 'peak traffic' 
time slots before 10am. A few loading in bays in George Street is insufficient to sort 
this issue. Many businesses have already voiced their concerns at how 
pedestrianising this street has negatively affected trade and at a time when they 
need every bit of help to recover from lockdowns. Most of all I object to the 
discrimination of those being prevented from accessing the street and the council's 
openly disregard for disability legislation such as the Equality Act. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

147 109973 30/11/2021 08:03 Object
Continuing disruption to traffic flows and specifically access to premises in Milton 
Street and New Bond Street Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

148 109979 30/11/2021 09:00 Object
It removes on street parking close to shops that need customers. This is especially 
vital for people with mobility issues especially given that milsom Street is not flat. Myself No Yes Yes

150 109997 30/11/2021 09:42 Object

WHAT ARE YOU DOING? 
I feel desperately sorry for tourists , visitors â€¦and.. unsuspecting residents who  
drive down Milsom St incur a heavy fine ( double if they park) 
Business in the area have suffered drama cally 
Hey ho baffling for all concerned minus BANES who must find the problems for 
loyal shoppers together with massive fines VERY LUCRATIVE 
I repeat WHAT ARE YOU DOING ! 

Myself Yes Female No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

149 109994 30/11/2021 09:32 Object
Whilst I agree to removing the majority of traffic on this busy road, I really think 
Blue Badge Holders should still have access to the whole length of this street. Myself Yes Female No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

151 110006 30/11/2021 09:48 Object

Because itâ€™s forcing traffic to take other routes around town  which leads to 
gridlocks. Also itâ€™s unfair to disabled people who will have restricted access . 
Itâ€™s unnecessary - and is biased towards the cycling fraternity. Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

153 110012 30/11/2021 10:01 Object

In the ETRO written by Kris Gordon and Neil Terry,it states that the loading bays for 
when dropping off people shopping are no more than 80m- many blue badge 
holders get their badge because they canâ€™t travel more than 50m and with all 
the bays right at the bottom of new Bond Street or round the corners on quiet street 
or the ridiculous 1 bay proposal on queen square, we still have restricted access to 
Milsom street- what if we want to shop/eat at the upper part of milsom st- 
thatâ€™s over 50m, also those of us with ramps on our cars either side or rear, 
would still be hugely impacted as rear ramps would only be able to park in the bay 
the backs onto pavement, and side ramp can only safely park on the right hand side 
of a street, otherwise the ramp deploys straight into the middle of the road- and the 
streets are more narrow further downâ€¦. Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

155 110081 30/11/2021 12:36 Object

I am fine with making Milsom street just for buses and cycles but why not let the 
occasional blue badge driver go down there and park in the bays at the bottom. If 
you have poor mobility just walking from the disabled bays outside Waitrose across 
to Bertinet  bakery is a mammoth task. I am fortunate that I have older children I 
can get to scoot along but elderly people wonâ€™t have this advantage. 
With all these road closure it is just driving people out of the city and we live here. I 
very rarely shop in Bath anymore for fear of getting a ticket because of so many bus 
gates and restrictions. I go over to longwell green where the parking is free or 
Chippenham or online. But Bath is missing out! Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

158 110213 30/11/2021 20:30 Object

The suggested access route for Disable Drivers via Old King Street, John Street and 
Quiet Street quiet often is not accessible due to vehicles such as small lorries or 
large vans parked delivering to premises in Old King Street or John Street. The 
junction of Old King Street to John Street was restricted for vehicles and unless you 
are local, you would not know that access to the additional planned Disabled 
Parking spaces in the area are accessible via this route. There are no signs indicating 
this suggested route.  John Street is a narrow street with a relatively narrow 
footpath and at times it is difficult to navigate the street.  Why can Disabled 
Vehicles not be allowed to travel down Milsom Street.  I am sure local vehicles with 
qualifying Disabled Badge can be registered just like is done at the RUH. Myself No Yes Yes

161 110306 01/12/2021 10:26 Object The impact on disabled users, delivery drivers & businesses is too much Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

163 110468 01/12/2021 16:47 Object

It is just an -motorist for no logical or ra onale reasoning. 
It increases pollution as drivers now have to make longer journeys.  Getting to 
Broad Street car park, now means going along London Road and then Walcot Street 
before turning right into Broad Street. Crazy when BANES have declared a so called 
"Climate Emergency". 
It penalises residents who live in Milsom Street. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

165 110561 01/12/2021 23:25 Object Milsom Street Myself No Yes Yes

170 110804 02/12/2021 12:40 Object
Unessary wast of public funds when money would be better spent on bypass around 
bath and new tram links / lines Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

172 110960 02/12/2021 17:04 Object

The Council is once again ANTI CAR and will make life very difficult for blue badge 
holders. 
If you want Bath car free why don't you tell the truth and say so. 

Myself Yes Female No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

175 111134 03/12/2021 09:52 Object
I have a central area parking permit and can no longer access the top part of 
Milsom St to park. Myself No Yes Yes

176 111149 03/12/2021 10:09 Object

The city economy needs more help at the moment  - not the hinderance  that this 
proposal brings.  I have seen too many visitors to the city "caught" and presumably 
fined, never to return.  Despite what has been implied, it will continue to also make 
it more difficult for disabled residents and those living in Milson St.  This 
administration will sadly no longer listen and I, like many others it appears, will no 
longer vote to return this administration at the next opportunity. Myself No Yes Yes

178 111359 03/12/2021 18:57 Object
I do not agree with limiting vehicle access to these areas, especially for Blue Badge 
Holders. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

179 111392 03/12/2021 23:56 Object

It has already created a fundamentally difficult environment in which to drop off or 
pick up the elderly and other vulnerable people who are now effectively excluded. 
The idea they can use public transport at will or use adjacent parking bays when 
most donâ€™t drive and rely on friends, family and helpers to drop them off and 
pick them up is risible. Furthermore, we have just been through a pandemic - 
everyone can see the effect itâ€™s had on Bathâ€™a retail trade: this is yet another 
nail in the coffin. I cannot be alone in no longer popping to shops on Milsom Street 
to buy goods as I can no longer park there for a few minutes and nearby car parks 
are full or inconvenient: a fundamental shift away from shopping in Bathâ€™s 
shops. Finally, Milsom Street is a jewel mention in historic literature and featured in 
so many pictures; currently it looks like something from a deprived inner city with 
appalling street furniture and jarring, inappropriate and weird plantings and foliage 
that are totally out of place. There needs to be a real shift in thinking before this 
iconic street is permanently ruined. Myself No Yes Yes

181 111632 05/12/2021 22:43 Object

As a Bathonian and a blue badge holder I feel unable to access the town center. I 
can't walk far and the disabled spaces are too far away from the main shopping 
area. The council are also discouraging visitors with the road closures. Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes



182 111668 06/12/2021 09:55 Object

Milsom Street is a busy commercial hub of the city.  By pushing out traffic you push 
out commerce.  Access should be available at all times to keep things moving.  I 
have lived in Bath for nearly 20 years and have recently avoided shopping in the city 
because acess is just so difficult now! The restrictions are killing the city, it's not just 
day trippers on the train or coach that come to Bath but residents who managed to 
pop in to town to buy essential items to keep businesses going but we all use online 
shops now because the journey takes too long now the roads are clogged, getting in 
and out of the car parks can take ages and don't even mention buses! Lets face it - 
who wants to get on a bus in a pandemic if they can drive?  Walking or cycling at 
the weekend - yes when there is time - but in the week poeple are busy, they need 
transport and they need access to the retailers and the supermarkets. 
Why not close off Milsom on a weekend if it is a pedestrianised space for the 
visitors of Bath you are looking for?  Surely most tourists are here at the weekends.  
Closing Milsom certainly won't benefit any residents. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

183 111940 07/12/2021 08:02 Object

Milsom Street and the centre of Bath is being suffocated. There is no need for this. 
If anything it is far more dangerous having only buses come down the road as 
people think it is a pedestrian zone only. Please stop tampering needlessly just to 
spend money for the sale of it. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

185 112369 08/12/2021 16:28 Object

because as a disabled person it prevents me from ever accessing shops on milsom 
street. I have extremely limited mobility and using two walking sticks or a walker 
can manage a few steps only. I haven't used any shops in milsom street since 
restrictions began because I cannot walk far enough and the other extra spaces 
being added are not near enough. milsom street is very steep for disabled drivers 
and I cannot walk up it so unless I can park in milsom street I cannot use the shops 
there. I believe it will have a negative impact on the economy for those shops. I 
rarely shop in bath now and like most disgruntled disabled drivers, shop in other 
towns that make it easy for those in society who need it most. the broad street car 
park is often full and is very expensive and again too far, I used to park outside 
shops I needed to access. I have been told by council would still have access to 
Westgate street yet the gate is shut and padlocked and unattended. disabled drivers 
need to be able to drive where taxis and buses drive and should be able to access 
shops without discrimination Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

188 112780 10/12/2021 15:10 Object

Bath Council are only interested in Tourists & Students that are able bodied. They 
are not interested in Disabled People being able to access their home City Centre. 
Bath City Council should remember who pays their wages & expenses when trying 
to make a City full of Coffee shops. Disabled peoples access to the City is just an 
afterthought to the genius who keeps on limiting our vehicle access & parking. 
Disabled People are being discriminated against more & more, similar to Germany 
in the 1930's. Town's that are applying for City status are being judged on their 
attitude towards disabled people & those that are deemed predjudiced being turned 
down. It's a good job that Bath has at the present time City status but could it be 
removed because of its predjudiced attitude towards the Disabled..? Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

191 113014 12/12/2021 12:13 Object

Milsom St needs to be open to cars and have parking bays, in particular disabled 
parking, so mobility impaired people can use the shops easily. Mobility impaired 
and the disabled will be excluded from this area of the City centre which will be 
direct discrimination against them by the Council. Myself No Yes Yes

192 113215 13/12/2021 18:26 Object
It does not reduce pollu on- it increases it if you want to get to Broad Street. 
Blue Badge Holders are disadvantaged- criminal Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

193 113290 14/12/2021 11:32 Object

I strongly object to this proposal. The council are shutting the city centre off to 
people with no consideration  for those who can not access it easily on foot. Not all 
people with medical or health conditions that restrict their mobility, ability to walk 
long distances or even ability to use public transport are entitled to a blue badge. 
Even blue badge holders are now being stopped from using this street. Milson Street 
has itself and also offers easy access to many vital services such as banks and 
building societies and people should not be cut off from these. To suggest using 
roads like as Old King Street is ridiculous as they are very narrow and used a lot by 
pedestrians, adding more traffic and pollution to these streets is not sensible, safe 
or viable. Also people are unsure of how to access these streets and whether there 
is access to Milsom Street from them as it is not sign posted and people are unsure 
that they are allowed to use the bottom of Milsom street. The whole management 
of this street closure has been poorly done with little if any notice, the council has 
exploited the covid pandemic restrictions to push through an ill conceived and 
poorly thought out plan to achieve its goal of closing the city centre to cars. 
Someone close to me is now unable to access services that they have used all their 
lives because of this road closure and it has severely impacted on their 
independence, confidence and mental health, causing stress and anxiety because 
they have had to pass private, essen al personal business to others to do for them.  
Public transport needs to be addressed before this council starts closing the city 
centre off to cars. There needs to be cheaper, more reliable and more frequent 
public transport and more park and ride facilities.This street closure needs to be 
reversed immediately. Myself No Yes Yes

194 113667 15/12/2021 19:35 Object

The council are not supporting people who have a disability ie walking or breathing 
problems, people need easy excess to shops, also Businesses will suffer due to no 
parking. Broadnessâ€™s shopping centre have died because itâ€™s now only 
pedestrian. Do we really want this to happen to our city ?? Myself Yes Female No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

195 113895 16/12/2021 22:09 Object

I object to the Milsom Street bus gate.   The street has lost its sparkle since the bus 
gate, it was a previously vibrant area for shopping that has been ruined by the 
removal of access and parking.  You can no longer drop by for short term parking to 
access shops, banks and amenities and the businesses have suffered as a result.  
Southgate has damaged the northern shopping quarter and this bus gate has 
exacerbated the situation. Myself No Yes Yes

196 114846 22/12/2021 18:20 Object
I object the blue badge parking is moved too far away. This is an unnecessary and 
unacceptable loss of amenity targeted towards a protected group. Myself No Yes Yes

198 115848 01/01/2022 12:16 Object

This is an unnecessary further attack on motorists - the City is difficult enough at 
present without creating e additional choke points by making getting across the City 
ever more difficult Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

202 117424 10/01/2022 18:58 Object

Closing Milsom Street discriminated against less mobile individuals from parking in 
Milsom Street, denying them options for patronising businesses at the top end of 
town. Plus, cluttering an already busy street obtrusive cycle stores will do nothing to 
help crossing from one side to the other. While buses continue to drive down 
Milsom Street leading to long queues of people waiting to board buses does nothing 
to enhance the area and introduce more pollution than the limited number of cars 
which tend to drive down Milsom Street. Myself No Yes Yes

205 142360 19/01/2022 21:01 Object Midsom Street Myself No Yes Yes

208 145051 04/02/2022 17:27 Object
You need a decent public transport that is affortable before you shutdown central 
Bath Myself No Yes Yes

209 145593 07/02/2022 21:08 Object

There are far to many applications to close streets in Bath with an aim to improve 
air quality. I doubt this is having the desired effect. Closing Milsom Street is already 
increasing traffic in Queen Square. I have been forced to drive this route home on 
several occasions now which is longer to travel and therefore adds to my carbon 
footprint. In the other direction it has meant that Walcot Street is now the only 
access road to Waitrose car park which I think has added to the congestion around 
the junction of the London road and Cleveland Bridge. I think a better bus services 
would be the solution to reach carbon neutrality in Bath. The hills are the real 
problem and the council would be well advised to do a poll to see how many 
residents will be persuaded to buy a bike!! Walking leaves you in a sweaty wreck by 
the time you have walked up hill to most residential areas so why do they continue 
to ignore this geographical fact? Closing streets just means shutting out residents  I 
now tend to shop in Trowbridge and Frome they are quicker and easier to get to and 
cheaper to park. That is not good for business in Bath. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

213 145768 08/02/2022 20:46 Object

Ive been a taxi driver in Bath for 17 years, and never has it been so difficult to do my 
job. I cant get to customers on milsom street or at the theatre, a lot of the time 
people rely on taxis as they're elderly or disabled abd cant walk to bus stops or taxi 
ranks. 
Also when the traffic is terrible in Bath, i cant drive to the taxi rank or train station ( 
to do my job that im lisenced to do by Banes council) from city North i have to find 
other routes guinea lane, walcot, city south... Because i cant access milsom street, 
not only is it wasting my time, but im sat in traffic i dont need to be in when 
customers are waiting. Myself No Yes Yes

211 145759 08/02/2022 20:26 Object Milsom street Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

212 145762 08/02/2022 20:26 Object
Because i am a taxi driver and in the day time i can not pick up or drop off on 
Milson Street Myself No Yes Yes

214 145771 08/02/2022 20:56 Object
As a taxi we need to drop and pick up  

Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

215 145773 08/02/2022 21:03 Object
Milsome street allows taxi driver drop off older people or pick up  any time many 
thanks Myself No Yes Yes

216 145804 09/02/2022 10:47 Object Stupid decision generating more traffic and more pollution. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

217 145861 09/02/2022 17:45 Object
Taxi and PH vehicle should have 24/7 access to the Milsom Street. Many people 
would benefit including elderly and disabled people Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

218 145981 10/02/2022 20:08 Object Milsom street Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

219 146497 15/02/2022 16:36 Object

Milsom Street. I want this street to remain open to all users at all times. This 
includes motorists, cyclists and pedestrians. Milsom Street already has pavements 
on both sides for pedestrians. It has a one-way street down the middle for motor 
vehicles and cyclists. There are only a few cyclists who use this street and they can 
share it with motorists without any special provision. Myself No Yes Yes

225 148369 27/02/2022 20:59 Object milson street Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

226 148372 27/02/2022 21:02 Object

Milson Street 
 
I object to the Milsom street bus gate as in my opinion it makes Bath a two tier city 
for those with a disability and those who are able bodied. I believe that those with a 
disability such as my mother in law should be allowed to drive and park on milsom 
street in designated disabled parking bays for free to allow her to visit waterstones 
and the ivy restaurant as well as shopping in Jollys. The Milsom Street bus gate 
would significantly restrict her access to this part of the city compared to other 
residents.  
 
My mother in law has mobility issues that limit her walking ability and if she was to 
be forced to used the new proposed arrangements for access to this part of the city 
centre she would not able to use and enjoy the shops and restaurants on Milsom 
Street.  
 
I note that the consultation states that â€œin some cases it is possible to request an 
access permit to Milsom Street during the operational hours of the bus gate. 
Permits are free of charge, but we will only issue them when we are satisfied that 
access during restricted hours is necessary.â€  
 
Can you please advise the criteria involved? I note that the Royal united hospital has 
a simple scheme where you show your blue badge to reception to allow them to 
add it to the database. Will the council be opening a similar scheme? 

Myself Yes Female No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

227 148846 02/03/2022 08:06 Object

banes has become anti car and pro bikes n buses ,,its getting ridiculous what with 
all these obstructions and such ,,can add bus lanes n gates where ever u w8sh but 
without a proper decent regular bus service it becomes pointless amd a waste of 
money Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

228 148849 02/03/2022 08:10 Object

Waste of money, you've already put signs up, and a camera, think of all that extra 
money your ripping off citizens. nobody wants to stop cars using Milson street 
anyway especially blue badge holders, and it's not like there's even any shops there, 
your rents and business taxes are too high. Myself No Yes Yes

229 148978 02/03/2022 12:32 Object

Milsom Street closure.  Although I do not drive there myself, since it has been closed 
the street feels half-dead.  Pedestrian traffic seems to be down and I presume the 
shops there will give you better feedback on this.  The street always felt quite buzzy 
before. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

231 149083 02/03/2022 15:03 Object
I believe our limited resources will be better spent focusing on the climate 
emergency. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

234 149872 07/03/2022 07:43 Object

Before you ban people and cars from the city you need to provide alternatives, such 
as better bus services and cheaper parking. Unfortunately bus services in Bath are 
getting worse by the day, parking in car parks and on-street is astonishingly 
expensive and there are ever fewer short term parking options.  Closing Milsom 
street just adds to that mess. Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

235 149878 07/03/2022 08:49 Object
I feel like the businesses on Milsom st are suffering, as are the residents - and v 
difficult for disabled people to now access vital services such as banks. Myself No Yes Yes

237 152731 17/03/2022 10:16 Object
About time to restore blue badge parking and help businesses. This serves no useful 
purpose whatsoever Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes



238 152758 17/03/2022 10:50 Object

I have been unable to visit anywhere in Milsom Street since the new measures. I 
also believe that it is making the pollution in Bath worse due to the extra mileage 
people have to drive to get around Bath Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

239 152785 17/03/2022 11:35 Object

MILSOM STREET-Because you have continually breached the equalities act by not 
making reasonable adjustments. I cannot access banks, shops and restaurants 
because your councillors continue to be ableist and think disability is a blanket 
condition- I am a quadriplegic- paralyzed from the armpits down and no finger 
function, week triceps- in order to be independent I use the parking spaces and 
double yellow lines on milsom street to park in my side entry ramp van- the 
pavements are wide which give enough space to deploy my ramp- there is no space 
to do this at the bottom part where Lakeland is. The continued refusal to actually 
hear first hand from those of us who cannot meet friends for coffee, go to lunch 
dates, go into lloyds because you have no understanding about DIFFERENT 
Disabilities and people who canâ€™t push wheelchairs or walk far enough is 
absolutely discriminatory and arrogance at its finestâ€¦. Milsom street is on a hill, 
which is why itâ€™s even more important for those of us who are trying to be 
independent to be able to access, your so called  Reasonable adjustments so far 
havenâ€™t taken into account the varying degrees of disability, and shame on the 
council members who say, â€œwell Iâ€™m disabled, and I can access townâ€  that 
shows absolute Lack of understanding and actually is again arrogant and very 
damaging to the disabled community. I donâ€™t have a choice in how I travel 
sometimes as I need to be able to get back to my van if I have issues saucy as 
needing to suddenly catheterise and canâ€™t access public toilets, as we all know 
there is a lack of proper sized accessible toilets in the upper part of town- so being 
able to park where I shop and access a safe place to sort out a medical problem is 
just really a human right, I donâ€™t have the luxury of being able to walk, or control 
my bladder, bowels etcâ€¦. But the council are making it so difficult to lead a life 
that has any semblance of trying  to be equal, they should be ashamed of 
themselves for being so ableist and actually stating in their meetings that there are 
no access issuesâ€¦.. I Invite them to spent a week in a wheelchair with restrictions 
to use of their hands and no core muscles and no control of when they need to use 
the toiletâ€¦â€¦then letâ€™s see how they find trying to travel to their transport Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

242 152929 18/03/2022 02:11 Object

I object to milsom  being closed because there is no access for disabled people, it 
takes away parking which is needed, it loses trade for the shops , it adds to pollution 
throughout the city it is a main route from the north of the city and should remain 
open at all costs as I believe the majority of people want vehicular access Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

243 153355 20/03/2022 21:55 Object

I object to the Milsom street bus gate as in my opinion it makes Bath a two tier city 
for those with a disability and those who are able bodied. I believe that those with a 
disability such as my mother should be allowed to drive and park on milsom street 
in designated disabled parking bays for free to allow her to visit waterstones and 
the ivy restaurant as well as shopping in Jollys. The Milsom Street bus gate would 
significantly restrict her access to this part of the city compared to other residents.  
 
My mother has mobility issues that limit her walking ability and if she was to be 
forced to used the new proposed arrangements for access to this part of the city 
centre she would not able to use and enjoy the shops and restaurants on Milsom 
Street.  
 
I note that the consultation states that â€œin some cases it is possible to request an 
access permit to Milsom Street during the operational hours of the bus gate. 
Permits are free of charge, but we will only issue them when we are satisfied that 
access during restricted hours is necessary.â€  
 
Can you please advise the criteria involved? I note that the Royal united hospital has 
a simple scheme where you show your blue badge to reception to allow them to 
add it to the database. Will the council be opening a similar scheme. 
 
Also I see that the council car parks now charge for disabled parking - so you have 
taken away parking bays on the street (double lined in avon street) and expect blue 
badge holders to pay for parking and then restrict the areas of bath they can park 
on - Are you actively trying to drive disabled people away - please reconsider this 
and bring in a RUH scheme or a marshall Myself No Yes Yes

245 153688 22/03/2022 07:57 Object

I no longer desire to go into the centre of our city. I cannot park anywhere close that 
will enable my limited mobility to access the shops I used to visit so very often. 
Closing Milsom Street drives trade away. We've already seen big stores close, and so 
so many smaller shops that made up why coming to Bath was a joy. It's not now. I 
So keeping NO out of the centre is pointless because no one will go there. You've 
spent Â£28M on CAZ, but BANES is the third largest polluter. Sort your own mess 
out before wrecking out city. Most of you Councillors aren't from Bath. Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

247 153694 22/03/2022 08:32 Object
Milson Street - not required by residents no benefit for the people that live in Bath. 
In fact itâ€™s making things worse. Myself Yes Prefer not to say No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

248 153778 22/03/2022 13:13 Object The closure of Milsom Street was sneaky, unnecessary, unjustified and mean. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
249 153781 22/03/2022 13:17 Object Itâ€™s unnecessary, destructive and unwelcoming Myself No Yes Yes
250 153811 22/03/2022 14:39 Object Milsom Street Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
252 153928 22/03/2022 20:51 Object Proposed plans are spoiling the city Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

253 153949 23/03/2022 00:54 Object

Because what the Bath city centre needs is a plan not just a series of badly planned 
â€œexperimentsâ€ . The current Milsom street experiment has failed to encourage 
the use of the street by pedestrian except during the occasional rather shabby 
festival. The mixture of busses, bicycles and motorised bikes and scooters is often 
dangerous. The combination of the closure of Milsom plus the poorly designed 
Queen square scheme and the failure to include cars in the CAZ has made 
congestion and pollution worse near my home. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

254 154030 23/03/2022 12:37 Object
Restriction to free flow in the city,  The Queen Square fiasco is enough!  More 
restrictions without alternatives is unworkable. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

256 154723 28/03/2022 11:29 Object Pointless restriction of access to people. Myself Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

257 154981 29/03/2022 11:23 Object

Milsom Street hasnâ€™t helped anyone by being closed to cars and taxis between 
10am and 6pm.   Itâ€™s much harder for locals on the north side of Bath to make 
quick trips into the centre of Bath to pick up one or two things.  It generally impedes 
life.  Blue Badge holders used to be able to park along Milsom Street in one of the 
spaces that werenâ€™t for blue badge holders as well as the allocated bays.  So 
although there are going to be some more allocated spaces, there were previously 
more possible spaces for blue badge holders to park in as they werenâ€™t just just 
restricted to the allocated bays.   It isnâ€™t  an option for everyone to take a bus 
because Bath is very hilly and requires quite a steep walk for many to get to or from 
the bus stop.  My mother is a blue badge holder and simply cannot walk up the hill 
to the bus stop in lansdown road.  She used to take a taxi into Milsom street but as 
taxis canâ€™t go into Milsom Street this is no longer possible.  How can she now get 
out and about at 81 years of age?  Our lives are being restricted in ways that really 
impede many people in an unnecessary way.  Iâ€™m a local off the top of lansdown 
road and no longer pop in to the centre for a couple of things quicklyâ€¦itâ€™s just 
too difficult. and time consuming.  Just please let people liveâ€¦this is not a 
totalitarian regime. Myself No Yes Yes

258 155008 29/03/2022 12:06 Object Milsom Street Myself Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

260 155176 29/03/2022 21:10 Object
Males it v difficult for elderly,disabled and blue badge holders to access shops and 
restaurants. The BBH bay proposals are unworkable due to torturous route in Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

261 155359 30/03/2022 17:12 Object

Milsom street is on a hill. As you have banned access to blue badge holders, for a 
wheelchair user, it is almost impossible to gain access to retail store at the top of 
the street. The incline of the hill which has no level stages- old street- is non DDA 
compliant. There is no parking at the top of the street. I wanted to visit HMV store 
but canâ€™t as I canâ€™t get there. My career canâ€™t push me up the hill. This is 
discrimination Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

262 155440 31/03/2022 10:10 Object
It restricts access to shops and parking to those with mobility issues on a steeply 
sloped street. Myself Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

263 155506 31/03/2022 12:16 Object

The bus gate cuts me off from Milsom Street and all the shops and facilities I used 
to use. I'm disabled and this order has changed my daily life dramatically. I really 
object to being kept out of my city as if I am some kind of leper. I'm disabled and 
can't walk. Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

271 155671 31/03/2022 21:26 Object

Milsom Street bus gate 
 
Stop killing trade in Bath. Why do you insist in making it progressively harder to get 
around in Bath. Myself No Yes Yes

272 155686 31/03/2022 22:27 Object

Object on the basis that roads are a tool there to be used, and closing or restricting 
the usage finished the value of roads as a tool to stakeholders. 
 
The council more generally insufficiently consults with users who are not local 
residents or business owners. For example, commuters have a great use for road 
access but no particular use for empty streets and plant pots.  Myself No Yes Yes

277 156242 04/04/2022 15:39 Object

I strongly object to Milsom Street closures between 10am to 6 pm. This road now 
feels like a ghost street and there is a lack of residents using it since this 
implementation. We need Bath to be for the residents, not just the tourists. Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

281 157500 14/04/2022 07:56 Object

I think until there is real progress on alternatives it is not sensible to further restrict 
access to Milson Street. I cycle regularly in Bath and London however the condition 
of the roads in Bath make this both dangerous and unsafe. I have recently moved 
into Endsleigh and the provision and costs of public transport mean we hardly ever 
use it. For a family of 5 it cost us Â£16.70 to get a ticket into and out of town, this is 
outrageous and it is cheaper by taxi or car evening with parking. Until you fix the 
underlying issues of reasonably priced alternatives I will not support this. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

282 157598 14/04/2022 20:33 Object

Milsom Street is a steet which has since I have lived and had a retail outlet in Bath 
been aimed at the more mature shopper, someone who also isn't as able to park up 
somewhere else in the city and walk to . A lot of them are Interior furnishing shops 
fir the home ,in which the shopper has to pick their item up and out straight in the 
car..Not to carry through the streets ..I have spoken to a lot of the retailers and they 
gate the road closure and stops many sales... It also has no soul.. There is no 
atmosphere .. You owe to the retail community to help them in everyway for what 
they have missed out on in the last  3yrs .. Milsom Street needs to welcome all ..It is 
the back bone of The Retail Community Myself Yes Prefer not to say Yes X Yes Yes

284 157845 19/04/2022 16:52 Object
The most stupid decision ever please do something with people inside the council 
that are taking so many wrong decisions. Myself No Yes Yes

287 157859 19/04/2022 18:47 Object

I taxi drive I pick up to many older people they canâ€™t walk to middle of milsome 
street  i have to drop at top or bottom of street if i go pick up in milsome street i 
have wait for customers long time until they come to top of the street please let 
allow local taxi drivers drive in milsome street Myself No Yes Yes

288 157860 19/04/2022 18:49 Object Plecase dont take a stupid decision Myself No Yes Yes
289 157865 19/04/2022 22:47 Object Not needed to shut the street for taxis  . Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
290 157887 20/04/2022 09:39 Object Milsom street if itâ€™s a bus gate,you should allow taxis as well. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

292 158257 23/04/2022 13:25 Object

I think it is making it very hard for deliveries to be made to shops or for collections 
from shops.  During the experiment it is very noticeable how Milsom Street has lost 
its appeal to shoppers.  This was once the most desirable and popular shopping 
street in Bath.  Please keep our shops. 
Bath is no more likely to have a terrorist threat than any other town and is now 
used as an excuse to restrict our movements.The continual restrictions and fining 
Sunday parking is undemocratic and a disaster for residents, shops and businesses.  
Limiting  traffic to only a few congested streets only adds to pollution and QUEENS  
Square is a traffic nightmare.   BANEs most undemocratic and mobility unfriendly 
except for cyclist.  They have so called consultations which most residents do not 
know about.    Our freedoms and being responsible for our own safety is being 
taken away from us.  More likely to be mowed down by a cyclist or electric scooter 
than to be a acked by a terrorist or blown up by a bomb. 

Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

299 159160 30/04/2022 16:10 Object

Did you see all the pics of Blue Badge Holders cars parked with tickets on Milsom 
Street? 
I felt ashamed of my city Myself Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say X Yes Yes

302 159815 05/05/2022 10:45 Object

The overuse of traffic lights and constant restrictions on roads, such as this bus gate 
are creating a traffic nightmare through the city. Traffic is frequently backed up and 
stationary along George Street, Gay Street, Queens Square and The Paragon, much 
more than it used to be. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

305 160559 09/05/2022 17:34 Object

Milsom St and all other streets in Milsom Quarter proposals.  
 
I want to raise a formal objection to the TRO Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

306 160654 10/05/2022 10:06 Object Milsom Street Myself No Yes Yes



309 162274 15/05/2022 11:58 Object

It reduces central zone parking places...which you have just increased the charge for 
by 25% despite our low emissions diesel being clean than older petrol cars... 
It causes more traffic hold ups than it solves....forcing people to go around to queen 
square which is always at a stand s ll.   
As I local I dont ever drive into town, I can walk. But i do object the the huge 
decrease in available parking places...and you only gave to see the number if empty 
shops to know that bath is not attracting business because people are put off 
coming because the traffic arrangements are so bad.   These piecemeal changes, 
road closures make it worse...we need a comprehensive plan....i Myself No Yes Yes

311 163171 19/05/2022 09:18 Object

I want to make a formal objection on the grounds of direct discrimination of 
removing blue badge parking so therefore excluding disabled people from services, 
shops & leisure. Myself No Yes Yes

315 163790 23/05/2022 08:18 Object Need to drive my car Myself No Yes Yes

316 163793 23/05/2022 08:21 Object
Milsom street needs parking bays and the ability for people to drop off their elderly 
and mobility impaired relatives. Not everyone is fit and able enough to use the bus. Myself No Yes Yes

317 163811 23/05/2022 09:20 Object
I am disabled with a blue badge I find I cannot park near the shops I want to go in 
therefore I don'tshop in Bath anymore itâ€™s Bristol or Trowbridge Myself No Yes Yes

319 163849 23/05/2022 11:30 Object

Milsom street,as a Taxi driver (hackney) i have to travel around the city to get to the 
Taxi ranks and it also it cuts out a big chunk of the city that i can ply for hire (flag 
downs) the Taxi rank in George street is shared loading bay and it is a night time 
rank, as a taxi can only pick up from a taxi rank or a flag down this is a huge 
restraint on our ability to ply for hire,and places a lot of dead mileage on the vehicle 
and takes a lot longer to get to the Taxi ranks Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

321 164354 25/05/2022 07:17 Object
I need access to drop off my elderly parents who have mobility issues. They cannot 
manage the bus or taxi and need special assistance. Myself No Yes Yes

323 164749 25/05/2022 18:27 Object Milsom Street Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

11/05/2022 00:00 Object

I'am writing to raise my concerns regarding access on Milsom Street. We regularly 
receive deliveries from our external suppliers and couriers as well as our regular 
weekly stock transfer from our ludlow warehouse. Furthermore, we sell pieces from 
our showroom to our walk in customers who require simple pick up method. I 
understand and appriciate the quieter street which cuts traffic & pollution but I was 
thinking about a middle ground where a rise and fall bollard coule be in place at the 
top of Milsom Street that is connected to Bath BID which would give access to 
buses, deliveries and booked collections. I understand that this would require a 
certain amount of infastructure change but it would really benefit many of the 
businesses on Milsom Street and streamline what are currently complicated 
processes back into simple ones. I would be very keen to be involved in a 
conversation to see how both parties can be catered for and therefore come to a 
conclusion where everyone is happy. Holloways of Ludlow No

38 109250 27/11/2021 09:50 Partly support
Access should be provided for delivery 
vehicles & BB holders. Myself No Yes Yes

40 109265 27/11/2021 11:05 Partly support

I generally support the goal of reducing traffic 
in the centre. However, disabled access to the 
city centre relies on proximity. Being unable 
to travel as far from their vehicles means they 
require parking spots in a more central 
location. I would rather fellow citizens be 
given access to parking that allows them to 
use the city's facilities. Myself  Yes Male No X Yes Yes

120 109598 28/11/2021 14:19 Partly support

Blue badge holders still need more 
consideration and more spaces to park, either 
at the top of Milsom street or in George 
Street ( instead of one of the 3 loading bays).  
Disabled spaces in Broad  
 street should also be considered.  Seating 
should  also be placed near the top of Milsom 
street, not just in the middle.  It needs to be 
spaced out to give enough 'rest' places. Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

154 110033 30/11/2021 11:34 Partly support Disabled people need to be able to park on Milsom Street and other main high streets in Bath. Restricting parking for any able bodied people is great to keep traffic low, but keeping this access for disabled people of Bath is a necessity. Myself No Yes Yes

164 110525 01/12/2021 19:48 Partly support

Broadly supportive but feel something more 
needs to be done with all the space on 
Milsom Street- plant some trees maybe?  
 
Also, more people have got wise to the 
â€˜secretâ€™ way in to the town centre via 
Old King Street and John Street, thus there is 
rat running occuring to get to the junction at 
Waitrose. Think a rising bollard is needed to 
allow only those with valid reason into the 
town centre. 
 
I feel going forward all city centre blue badge 
parking should be in marked bays. The 
situation where BB holders park on yellow 
lines is chaotic and unsustainable. We need 
accessibility for all, but almost no vehicles in 
the city centre. They are simply too 
dangerous as events prove again and again. Myself No Yes Yes

166 110585 02/12/2021 08:22 Partly support

I cannot access Milsom Street and have been 
unable to do so since the beginning of this 
policy Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

177 111203 03/12/2021 11:34 Partly support

I understand why you wish to restrict the 
total number of cars using Milsom St. 
However, I do not understand why you 
cannot implement a Number Plate 
recognition system by having such cars 
registered when somewhere like the RUH can 
do so and some "pay as you go" carparks 
where exceptions can be catered for.  My 
strong suggestion is that the system is 
adapted to cope with Blue Badge holders and 
that they (alone) are allowed to park on the 
l/hand side of Milson St , thereby bringing 
better access and more trade to those shops, 
cafes and restaurants  which are, at the 
moment, suffering loss of trade due to 
difficult access for disabled people. Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes

190 112930 11/12/2021 15:57 Partly support

John St should be added to the control as 
numerous vehicles ignore the controlled 
entry sign to avoid the restriction at the head 
of Milton St. Myself No Yes Yes

197 114936 22/12/2021 22:57 Partly support

My only reservation is that it should be 
designed to exclude all vehicles â€“ including 
buses. Why not either, 
1) two-way on Broad Street (it works OK on 
Gay Street), or 
2) why not run P&R buses from one site to 
another, e.g. Lansdown to Newbridge and 
back, so that they don't need to turn around 
in the city centre? Passengers could alight 
and disembark in George Street; 
3) consider an electric shuttle bus service for 
the Centre  (see Dyrham Park and Aix en 
Provence). 
A pedestrianised street with buses is not 
really a pedestrianised street. Myself No Yes Yes

203 117976 12/01/2022 18:14 Partly support

Access from Broad Street car park needs to 
be updated urgently and number of disabled 
bays increased. Could more spaces be made 
available in Queens Square? Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes

206 143518 27/01/2022 12:21 Partly support

I definitely prefer Milsom Street without all 
the cars. It does feel a bit empty now though, 
so I think it is time to do more with the space- 
perhaps plant some trees and provide 
permanent power points for when street 
stalls are set up? I would also like some 
covered cycle spaces to keep my bike dry 
when it rains. A contraflow cycle lane would 
be handy at times. 

More vehicles than ever are accessing the 
town centre via Old King Street/John Street, 
and not just to reach Blue Badge spaces. I 
think that route will have to be regulated in 
some way- or maybe reverse the direction of 
flow on John Street and make all access via 
Milsom Street? Use the existing ANPR camera 
and ask residents and BB holders to register 
before entry? 

Myself No Yes Yes

210 145750 08/02/2022 20:03 Partly support

many residents and visitors to Bath are 
elderly and/or disabled and thay rely on local 
taxi's and privatehire vehicles to get to 
busineses and the banks in Milsom 
street,Bath between 10am and 6pm !!!!   if 
BANES where to allow blue badge holders 
access will not fix the problem as contrary to 
Banes councils belief many do not have blue 
badges as they don't own or have access too 
vehicles, also visitors do not generally carry 
their blue badges with them (should they 
have one) which means that Milsom street is 
inaccessible to many people who rely on 
taxi's and privatehire vehicles.    NB cheap 
street, westgate street, sawclose (including 
theTheater Royal) and upper burrough walls  
are also inaccessible to the same group of the 
public who need the services of Taxi's and 
Private hires Myself No Yes Yes

224 147787 24/02/2022 13:43 Partly support

6pm is too late. It means that local residents 
have to travel significantly further to get 
home from work via Walcot Street. More 
miles driven,more vehicle emissions. 5pm 
end time would work equally well. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

251 153880 22/03/2022 17:14 Partly support

Milson Street. Generally, I support increased 
pedestrianisation. However, the whole 
scheme seems to be under threat because of 
public reaction simply because (allegedly) 
elderly and physically disadvantaged people 
can not get dropped off to go the The Ivy etc. 
Is there a way of keeping cars out and still 
allowing access for such groups? Plus: if the 
gates between the Broad Street car park & 
Milson Street could be kept open this would 
enable another option for easier access for 
such groups. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes



267 155587 31/03/2022 16:12 Partly support

I support the bus gate, HOWEVER, the 
signage is by no means satisfactory.  I am a 
local resident and earlier this year I was not 
aware of the bus gate, or the hours of 
operation, and I drove down Milsom Street 
during the restricted hours without realising. 
 
This was a result of the unclear signage 
leading up to the entrance to Milsom Street 
by Moss Bros.  I consider that I would have 
been able to appeal the penalty charge due to 
the poor and unclear signage (I did not have 
the me to submit an objec on).  
 
If the council wishes to raise revenue through 
the indirect tax of a bus gate, it must act 
fairly and make the restrictions clear to 
drivers, e.g. by writing "BUS GATE" across the 
road, painting a "NO ENTRY BETWEEN 10AM - 
6PM" on the road, and making the "no left 
turn" / "no right turn" signs by the entrance 
to Milsom Street much, much clearer. Myself No Yes Yes

283 157840 19/04/2022 16:41 Partly support

You should have allowed to travel buses as 
well as local taxi and private hire vehicles as 
like all other bus lanes/gates in Bath. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

285 157850 19/04/2022 16:55 Partly support

I support the bus gate in principle but I drive 
a taxi, and we constantly are requested to 
pick up elderly and disabled people from 
Milsom street so an exemption for Taxi and 
PH vehicles must be allowed to fall in line 
with other bus gates in the city. Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

286 157851 19/04/2022 17:43 Partly support

Taxis should be allowed to enter Milsom 
Street, as there are lots of requests of pick up 
or drop off all day long, not only after 6pm. Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

293 158504 25/04/2022 21:23 Partly support  
Milsom Street , Junction of Snow Hill and 
London Road Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

301 159290 02/05/2022 14:19 Partly support
Concerned about the loss of foot fall and 
vitality in Milsom Street Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

308 162254 15/05/2022 10:20 Partly support

Limiting access after 10am allows commuter 
traffic to still use this route and stop 
congestion & pollution being pushed to other 
areas.  However it does push everything along 
George Street which is narrow in places and 
into Queen Square which is a complete 
nonsense as building up congestion & 
pollution here now that there are so many 
traffic lights that do not allow traffic to flow, 
taking there pollutants with them.   
The Council seems to want to erase people 
coming to both shopping and therefore 
eroding businesss & choices for locals.  I 
avoid coming into Bath and do not shop in 
Bath as getting from Fairfield Park to 
Southgate shops or even just to Milsom 
Street, Westgate Street raises my anxiety and 
I am unable to support local businesses 
anymore Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes

324 164917 26/05/2022 11:55 Partly support

The proposals, which include an Experimental 
Traffic Order form part of a package of 
comprehensive measures to address the 
ongoing disparity between private car usage 
and sustainable transport access within Bath 
city centre.  
 
BPT maintains that any access restrictions 
should be considered as a broader part of 
traffic management plans and an overall 
vision or strategy for the public realm, 
including plans for high street renewal and 
regenera on.  
 
Whilst indicated not to be part of the city 
centre security proposals, it must be 
acknowledged that the proposed ETRO would 
further restrict traffic access within the 
historic city centre in conjunction with 
further access restric ons to the south.   
 
We maintain the continued need for a holistic 
vision for traffic access throughout the city 
centre and its immediate surroundings to 
better conceptualise how proposed measures 
integrate with other restrictions and public 
realm ac va on measures.  
 
Comments: An organisation Bath Preservation Trust Yes Female No X Yes Yes

1 109043 26/11/2021 12:43 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
8 109127 26/11/2021 17:20 Support Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes
9 109133 26/11/2021 17:39 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

10 109136 26/11/2021 17:40 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
11 109139 26/11/2021 17:45 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
12 109142 26/11/2021 17:50 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
14 109148 26/11/2021 18:11 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
19 109163 26/11/2021 18:59 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
22 109175 26/11/2021 19:35 Support Myself No Yes Yes
21 109172 26/11/2021 19:32 Support Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes
23 109181 26/11/2021 19:47 Support Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes
25 109187 26/11/2021 19:52 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
26 109190 26/11/2021 20:01 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
29 109202 26/11/2021 20:49 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
30 109205 26/11/2021 20:55 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
31 109211 26/11/2021 21:39 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
33 109217 26/11/2021 22:39 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
34 109220 26/11/2021 23:00 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
37 109241 27/11/2021 09:33 Support Myself Yes Female No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes
39 109256 27/11/2021 10:02 Support Myself Yes Female Prefer not to say X Yes Yes
41 109277 27/11/2021 11:54 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
42 109283 27/11/2021 12:00 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
43 109286 27/11/2021 12:15 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
44 109289 27/11/2021 12:22 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
45 109292 27/11/2021 12:26 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
46 109295 27/11/2021 12:30 Support Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes
47 109298 27/11/2021 12:33 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
48 109301 27/11/2021 12:39 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
49 109307 27/11/2021 12:41 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
50 109310 27/11/2021 12:51 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
51 109313 27/11/2021 13:10 Support Myself Yes Female No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes
52 109322 27/11/2021 13:40 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
55 109331 27/11/2021 13:57 Support Myself No Yes Yes
56 109340 27/11/2021 14:20 Support Myself No Yes Yes
57 109343 27/11/2021 14:30 Support Myself Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say X Yes Yes
58 109349 27/11/2021 14:38 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
59 109352 27/11/2021 15:22 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
60 109358 27/11/2021 15:56 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
62 109364 27/11/2021 16:58 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
64 109370 27/11/2021 17:34 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
65 109373 27/11/2021 17:43 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
72 109406 27/11/2021 19:33 Support Myself No Yes Yes
73 109409 27/11/2021 19:35 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
75 109418 27/11/2021 19:46 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
78 109427 27/11/2021 20:14 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
82 109439 27/11/2021 20:46 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
84 109445 27/11/2021 21:02 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
86 109451 27/11/2021 21:16 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
88 109457 27/11/2021 21:20 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
92 109472 27/11/2021 22:13 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
93 109475 27/11/2021 22:48 Support Myself No Yes Yes
94 109478 27/11/2021 23:35 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
98 109496 28/11/2021 05:20 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes

101 109505 28/11/2021 08:00 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
103 109511 28/11/2021 08:39 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
104 109517 28/11/2021 09:05 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
113 109559 28/11/2021 11:04 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
114 109562 28/11/2021 11:16 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
115 109565 28/11/2021 11:18 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
118 109583 28/11/2021 12:59 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
123 109622 28/11/2021 18:35 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
124 109625 28/11/2021 18:42 Support Myself No Yes Yes
126 109634 28/11/2021 19:57 Support Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes
127 109640 28/11/2021 21:30 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
128 109646 28/11/2021 22:51 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
132 109706 29/11/2021 10:31 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
133 109727 29/11/2021 11:07 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
136 109853 29/11/2021 15:26 Support Myself No Yes Yes
137 109862 29/11/2021 16:21 Support Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes
139 109904 29/11/2021 18:56 Support Myself No Yes Yes
143 109940 29/11/2021 22:02 Support Myself No Yes Yes
144 109943 29/11/2021 22:16 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
146 109970 30/11/2021 07:37 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
152 110009 30/11/2021 10:00 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
156 110204 30/11/2021 19:25 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
157 110210 30/11/2021 19:49 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
159 110219 30/11/2021 20:46 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
160 110270 01/12/2021 09:03 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
162 110321 01/12/2021 10:57 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
167 110660 02/12/2021 09:40 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
168 110666 02/12/2021 09:41 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
169 110669 02/12/2021 09:45 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
171 110936 02/12/2021 16:32 Support Myself No Yes Yes
173 111008 02/12/2021 19:23 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
174 111080 03/12/2021 00:14 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
180 111422 04/12/2021 10:41 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
184 112273 08/12/2021 10:25 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
186 112513 09/12/2021 14:21 Support Myself No Yes Yes
187 112516 09/12/2021 14:22 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
189 112915 11/12/2021 14:48 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
199 116340 04/01/2022 14:57 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
200 117178 09/01/2022 19:08 Support An organisation Bristol disability equlities forum South west transport Network and Railfuture Severnside Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

201 117181 09/01/2022 19:14 Support An organisation
Bristol disablity equlities forum South west transport Network Railfuture Severnside TFGA 
SERA South Gloucestershire equlities Network Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes

204 142241 19/01/2022 12:24 Support Myself No Yes Yes
207 144655 02/02/2022 17:56 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
220 146523 15/02/2022 22:23 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes



221 147415 22/02/2022 17:17 Support Myself Yes Male Prefer not to say X Yes Yes
222 147427 22/02/2022 19:10 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
223 147445 22/02/2022 20:27 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
230 149050 02/03/2022 14:14 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
232 149161 02/03/2022 18:41 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
233 149863 07/03/2022 00:05 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
236 149884 07/03/2022 09:22 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
240 152884 17/03/2022 17:28 Support Myself No Yes Yes
241 152899 17/03/2022 18:07 Support Myself Yes Female Yes X Yes Yes
244 153673 22/03/2022 04:04 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
246 153691 22/03/2022 08:08 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
255 154339 24/03/2022 18:48 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
259 155107 29/03/2022 16:14 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
264 155518 31/03/2022 12:53 Support Myself Yes Prefer not to say No X Yes Yes
265 155527 31/03/2022 13:05 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
266 155560 31/03/2022 14:07 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
268 155650 31/03/2022 20:12 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
269 155653 31/03/2022 20:18 Support Myself Yes Male No, but I live with or care for someone with a disability X Yes Yes
270 155659 31/03/2022 20:57 Support Myself No Yes Yes
273 155692 31/03/2022 22:53 Support Myself No Yes Yes
274 155701 01/04/2022 07:29 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
275 155886 01/04/2022 16:23 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
276 155907 01/04/2022 17:11 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
278 156248 04/04/2022 15:48 Support Myself No Yes Yes
279 157026 10/04/2022 08:08 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
280 157478 13/04/2022 18:49 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
291 157956 20/04/2022 14:20 Support An organisation Realm Limited Yes Male No X Yes Yes
294 158537 26/04/2022 10:14 Support Myself No Yes Yes
295 158611 26/04/2022 16:35 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
296 159020 29/04/2022 14:39 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
297 159088 29/04/2022 18:21 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
298 159128 30/04/2022 11:35 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
300 159251 02/05/2022 00:23 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
303 159908 05/05/2022 17:44 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
304 160247 07/05/2022 21:03 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
307 162079 14/05/2022 11:06 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
310 162871 17/05/2022 17:11 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
312 163352 19/05/2022 22:07 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
313 163592 21/05/2022 11:43 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
314 163684 22/05/2022 08:02 Support Myself Yes Female No X Yes Yes
318 163840 23/05/2022 11:05 Support Myself No Yes Yes
320 164018 23/05/2022 20:11 Support Myself Yes Male Yes X Yes Yes
322 164359 25/05/2022 08:02 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes
325 165005 26/05/2022 15:08 Support Myself Yes Male No X Yes Yes


